CHILDREN'Sorthopedic & rehabilitative footwear
Children's Orthopedic Footwear

IDEAL FOOTWEAR FOR ACTIVE YOUNGSTERS NEEDING SUPPORT & STABILITY WIDER, DEEPER AND STRONGER

Comfortable shoes and the freedom to leave are the two most important things in life.

- - - Shel Silverstein
Features

- Straight-last
- Extra depth with 4mm
- Removable inserts
- Elongated counter support
- Wide opening
- Velcro or Lace closure
- Non-marking outsole
- Solid & durable TPR outsole

Width: W
Sizes: T4 - T13, Y1 - Y6
Whole size only
Color: MTW = Gray
      MTN = Red
      MTS = Black
      MTX = Pink
Children's Orthopedic Walking

Features
- Straight-last
- Extra depth with 4mm
- Removable inserts
- Elongated counter support
- Wide opening
- Elastic lace with strap
- Non-marking outsole
- Solid & durable TPR outsole

Width: M, W, XW
Sizes: Toddler: T10 - T13
       Youth: Y1 - Y5, Y1.5 - Y6.5
       Men: 7 - 10.5, 11
Color: Black, White, Earth, Blue, Pink
Children's Orthopedic Walking

Features

- Straight-last boots
- Extra depth with 4mm
- Removable inserts
- Elongated counter support
- Wide opening
- Elastic lace with strap
- Non-marking outsole
- Solid & durable TPR outsole

Width: M, W, XW
Sizes:
- Toddler: T10 - T13
- Youth: Y1 - Y5, Y1.5 - Y6.5
- Men: 7 - 10.5, 11
Color: Black, White, Earth, Blue, Pink
Children's Orthopedic Walking

Features
- Straight-last
- Extra depth with 4mm
- Removable inserts
- Elongated counter support
- Wide opening
- Lace Closure
- Non-marking / Oil-resistant outsole
- Solid & durable TPR outsole

Width: M, W, XW
Sizes: Toddler: T11 - T13.5 ( half sizes)
Youth: Y1 - Y6 ( half sizes)
Children's Orthopedic Walking

Features

- Straight-last boots
- Extra depth with 4mm
- Removable inserts
- Elongated counter support
- Wide opening
- Non-marking outsole
- Solid & durable TPR outsole

Width: M, W, XW
Sizes: Toddler: T4 - T13 (half Sizes)
Youth: Y1 - Y6 (half Sizes)
Color: White, Yellow, Pink
Toddler's Walking Shoes

2327-L (Girls)

2327-V (Girls)

2317-L (Boys)

2317-V(Boys)

Size & Width:
Width: W
Sizes: T-3 - T12

Features:
- Straight-last
- Extra depth
- Removable inserts
- Wide opening
- Non-marking EVA outsole
- Light as feather

Apis Footwear Company

2239 Tyler Avenue, South El Monte, CA 91733
6900 Riverport Drive, Unit C, Louisville, KY 40258
Toll Free 1.888.937.2747
Website: www.apisfootwear.com
Email: sales@apisfootwear.com